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Driving Employee Satisfaction Through Expense 
Automation at TACT
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Quick Facts

Company Name
TACT - The Adolescent & Children’s Trust

Solution  
Concur® Expense

Industry
Charity / Not for Profit

Company Size  
150+ employees

Location
UK

Why SAP Concur & TACT?
• Ease-of-use
• Time-savings for employees
• Visibility into the payment process

ABOUT TACT
TACT is the UK’s largest charity provider of fostering and adoption services, providing loving families for 
vulnerable children. They have a number of offices around the country and their social workers often in-
cur travelling expenses.

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

http://www.tactcare.org.uk
http://www.tactcare.org.uk
http://www.tactcare.org.uk
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Why They Decided to Automate

Colin Arundell, Finance and Budgeting Manager at TACT, realised that there was a 
better way to do expenses than their paper-based system, “It was quite a manual 
process of adding up the expenses, employees were struggling to meet the cutoff 
times and the whole process was quite drawn out,” he said, “and we were looking to 
move with the times and automate.”

When TACT looked at automating their expenses to help social workers on the road 
make claims more easily, they found that SAP® Concur® was ‘streets ahead’.

“We saw the demo and were very, very impressed with it. We 
came out of the meeting and said ‘That’s the one!’”
Colin Arundell, Finance and Budgeting Manager, TACT

After a demo with SAP Concur, Colin was convinced: “We saw the demo and were 
very, very impressed with it. We came out of the meeting, looked at each other and 
said ‘That’s the one!’ In terms of cost, simplicity and ease-of-use it was streets 
ahead of the others.”

“We wanted to roll out this technology to staff who already have a growing number of 
other online systems. To avoid overloading them, any new additional system needed 
to be relatively straightforward,” says Colin.

In addition to making sure it was easy to use, it was even more important to Colin 
that it was adopted quickly by their users — so after doing demos in the office 
explaining what SAP Concur is and how it works, and preparing an FAQ document he 
set a hard deadline. “We set it up during February/March and then told people that 
from April they had to use it. I explained ‘Don’t send me any more paper claims or  
I’ll send them back to you’.”

Next steps: training, then a hard deadline 

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Thanks to the simplicity of the system, the tactic 
worked. Colin only ended up sending back one 
person’s claim that came in on paper. “People 
weren’t going to get their expenses paid if they 
didn’t use it — a surprisingly large motivator.”

EMPLOYEES’ RESPONSES
The prompt speed of adoption by employees and 
ease-of-use has surprised Colin. “SAP Concur has 
been very positively received by the staff,” says 
Colin. “I’ll be honest, I was expecting much more 
resistance than I got. Any change of system is 
going to generate the moans ‘Why do we have to 
do it?’ especially for staff who have had a new 
electronic system thrust upon them. I was braced 
for a number of issues that never really 
materialised.”

Colin couldn’t be more complimentary about how 
clearly his expectations were met. “It does what it 
says on the tin. It’s as easy as they said it would be 
in the demo. It just works. It’s simple and user-
friendly. We put it in, and people are using it. It’s 
part of how we work now. It has merged into what 
we do quite straightforwardly, really.”

And managers are satisfied too. “The feedback has 
been very, very good from the managers. It saves 
them a load of time and hassle, especially when 
dealing with home workers” he adds.

WHY TACT WOULD RECOMMEND SAP CONCUR
When asked if he would recommend SAP Concur, 
Colin replied “Yes, definitely I would recommend it 
to others due to the ease of setup and ease of use. 
It’s been great!”

TACT has realised the following benefits from using 
SAP Concur to automate their expense 
management process, in Colin’s own words:
• “It has massively saved us process time and time    
     for the workers and managers.
•   It has helped people to track their expenses  
     through the process (so they can see when they  
     will be paid, or why they haven’t been paid).
•   It’s helped people work more flexibly and  
     efficiently — they don’t need to be in the office  
     to submit their expenses or approve other   
     people’s expenses.”
And they wouldn’t look back. 

TECHNOLOGY IS MAKING THEIR LIVES EASIER
Colin added: “People wouldn’t go back to how  
we used to do it. This technological use is the  
way forward and people are now just getting in  
the habit of doing their expenses there and then. 
They used to save up all their expenses to the  
end of the month but with the app they no longer 
need to scan their receipts with photocopiers.  
SAP Concur is making their lives much easier.”

“The feedback has been very, very good from the managers.
It saves them a load of time and hassle.”
Colin Arundell, Finance and Budgeting Manager, TACT

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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ABOUT SAP CONCUR 
SAP Concur imagines the way the world should work, 
offering cloud-based services that make it simple to 
manage travel and expenses. By connecting data, 
applications and people, SAP Concur delivers an effortless 
experience and total transparency into spending wherever 
and whenever it happens. SAP Concur services adapt to 
individual employee preferences and scale to meet the 
needs of companies from small to large, so they can  
focus on what matters most. 
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No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any
form or for any purpose without the express permission of SAP SE or
an SAP affiliate company.

The information contained herein may be changed without prior notice.
Some software products marketed by SAP SE and its distributors
contain proprietary software components of other software vendors.
National product specifications may vary.

These materials are provided by SAP SE or an SAP affi liate company for
informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any
kind, and SAP or its affi liated companies shall not be liable for errors or
omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for SAP or
SAP affiliate company products and services are those that are set forth
in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and
services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an
additional warranty.

In particular, SAP SE or its affi liated companies have no obligation to
pursue any course of business outlined in this document or any related
presentation, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein.
This document, or any related presentation, and SAP SE’s or its affiliated
companies’ strategy and possible future developments, products, and/or
platform directions and functionality are all subject to change and may be
changed by SAP SE or its affi liated companies at any time for any reason
without notice. The information in this document is not a commitment,
promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code, or functionality.
All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from
expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these
forward-looking statements, and they should not be relied upon in making
purchasing decisions.

SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as
their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP SE
(or an SAP affi liate company) in Germany and other countries. All other
product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their
respective companies.

See http://www.sap.com/corporate-en/legal/copyright/index.epx for
additional trademark information and notices.

Learn more at concur.co.uk

http://www.sap.com/corporate-en/legal/copyright/index.epx
http://www.concur.co.uk

